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A Passion for Polka 2023-12-22 not so long ago songs by the
andrews sisters and lawrence welk blasted from phonographs
lilted over the radio and dazzled television viewers across
the country lending star quality to the ethnic music of poles
italians slovaks jews and scandinavians luminaries like
frankie yankovic the polka king and whoopee john wilfart
became household names to millions of americans in this vivid
and engaging book victor greene uncovers a wonderful corner
of american social history as he traces the popularization of
old time ethnic music from the turn of the century to the
1960s drawing on newspaper clippings private collections
ethnic societies photographs recordings and interviews with
musicians and promoters greene chronicles the emergence of a
new mass culture that drew heavily on the vivid color music
and dance of ethnic communities in this story of american
ethnic music with its countless entertainers performing never
forgotten tunes in hundreds of small cities around the
country greene revises our notion of how many americans
experienced cultural life in the polka belt extending from
connecticut to nebraska and from texas up to minnesota and
the dakotas not only were polkas laendlers schottisches and
waltzes a musical passion but they shone a scintillating new
light on the american cultural landscape greene follows the
fortunes of groups like the gold chain bohemians illuminating
the development of an important segment of american popular
music that fed the craze for international dance music and
even though old time music declined in the 1960s overtaken by
rock and roll a new grammy for the polka was initiated in
1986 in its ebullience and vitality the genre endures
Do You Believe in Rock and Roll? 2012-10-06 since its release
in 1971 don mclean s song american pie has become an
indelible part of u s culture it has sparked countless
debates about the references within the lyrics been
celebrated as a chronicle of american life from the late
1950s through the early 1970s and has become iconic itself as
it has been remade parodied and referenced within numerous
texts and forums this volume offers a set of new essays that
focus on the cultural and historical significance of the song
representing a variety of perspectives and fields of study
the essays address such topics as historical and literary
interpretations of the song s lyrics its musical qualities
the commentary the song offers on rock and roll history the
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continuing significance of the song and the ways in which the
song has been used by various writers and artists instructors
considering this book for use in a course may request an
examination copy here
Billboard 1996-07-06 in its 114th year billboard remains the
world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse
digital events brand content and data licensing platform
billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers
unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media
digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends
Chase's Calendar of Events 2022 2021-11-15 find out what s
going on any day of the year anywhere across the globe the
world s date book since 1957 chase s is the definitive
authoritative day by day resource of what the world is
celebrating from national days to celebrity birthdays from
historical milestones to astronomical phenomena from award
ceremonies and sporting events to religious festivals and
carnivals chase s is the must have reference used by experts
and professionals a one stop shop with 12 500 entries for
everything that is happening now or is worth remembering from
the past completely updated for 2022 chase s also features
extensive appendices as well as a companion website that puts
the power of chase s at the user s fingertips 2022 is packed
with special events and observances including national days
and public holidays of every nation on earth scores of new
special days weeks and months birthdays of new world leaders
lauded authors and breakout celebrities info on key
anniversaries such as the 200th birth anniversaryof harriet
tubman the 100th anniversary of the first insulin treatment
the 100th anniversary of the discovery of king tut s tomb the
75th anniversary of jackie robinson breaking the color line
and the 150th anniversary of yellowstone and much more all
from the reference book that publishers weekly calls one of
the most impressive reference volumes in the world
Chase's Calendar of Events 2024 2023-10-15 find out what s
going on any day of the year anywhere across the globe since
1957 chase s calendar of events lists everything worth
knowing and celebrating for each day of the year 12 500
holidays national days historical milestones famous birthdays
festivals sporting events and more publishers weekly has
cited it as one of the most impressive reference volumes in
the world library journal named the 67th edition a 2024
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starred review an invaluable resource for trivia fans
planners media professionals teachers and librarians from
national days to celebrity birthdays from historical
milestones to astronomical phenomena from award ceremonies
and sporting events to religious festivals and carnivals
chase s is the must have reference used by experts and
professionals a one stop shop with 12 500 entries for
everything that is happening now or is worth remembering from
the past completely updated for 2024 chase s also features
extensive appendices as well as a companion website that puts
the power of chase s at the user s fingertips 2024is packed
with special events and observances including national days
and public holidays of every nation on earth scores of new
special days weeks and months such as international day of
zero waste or world eel day famous birthdays of new world
leaders lauded authors and breakout celebrities info on the
2024 great north american eclipse info on the restoration and
reopening of notre dame de paris info on milestone
anniversaries such as the 300th birth anniversary of immanuel
kant the 250th anniversary of the first continental congress
the 100th birth anniversary of james baldwin and more
information on such special events as the international year
of camelids and the paris olympics or euro 2024 and much more
Lady Gaga 2012-02-22 this biography details lady gaga s life
from all angles documenting her family background the events
before and during her meteoric rise to success as a
songwriter singer and performance artist her deft use of
social media and her political commentary lady gaga a
biography details lady gaga s life from birth to 2011 readers
will learn about her personal background where she was born
who her parents were what her early school years as a weird
girl with rabbit teeth were like as well as her pre fame
years where she gained an education in music and paid her
dues as a small time professional in small performance venues
the many milestones of her wildly successful career so far
are documented in detail as are haus of gaga the artistic
collective that supports her performances her ongoing
activities as a performer her presentation in couture and
accessories and her stated intentions for the future this
book will be an engrossing read for fans of lady gaga as well
as anyone interested in popular culture or the entertainment
industry its inclusion of chapter endnotes containing
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quotations and controversial points along with a bibliography
of print and electronic resources make it an authoritative
research tool for students as well
Chase's Calendar of Events 2021 2020-10-27 find out what s
going on any day of the year anywhere across the globe the
world s date book since 1957 chase s is the definitive
authoritative day by day resource of what the world is
celebrating and commemorating from national days to celebrity
birthdays from historical anniversaries to astronomical
phenomena from award ceremonies and sporting events to
religious festivals and carnivals chase s is the must have
reference used by experts and professionals a one stop shop
with 12 500 entries for everything that is happening now or
is worth remembering from the past completely updated for
2021 chase s also features extensive appendices as well as a
companion website that puts the power of chase s at the user
s fingertips 2021 is packed with special events and
observances including national days and public holidays of
every nation on earth the 400th anniversary of the plymouth
pilgrim thanksgiving the 200th independence anniversary from
spain of its central and south american colonies the 100th
anniversary of the tulsa race massacre scores of new special
days weeks and months birthdays of new world leaders office
holders and breakout stars and much more all from the
reference book that publishers weekly calls one of the most
impressive reference volumes in the world
Weird Al 2022-04-15 this expanded edition features even more
insights on weird al yankovic including his activities during
a tumultuous 2020 and 2021 diving deeper into the world of
the iconic man who has made a career out of making us laugh
funny music is often dismissed as light and irrelevant but
yankovic s fourteen successful studio albums prove there is
more going on than comedic music s reputation suggests lily
hirsch weaves together original interviews with the prince of
parody himself creating a fresh take on comedy and music s
complicated romance she reveals that yankovic s jests have
always had a deeper meaning addressing such topics as
bullying celebrity and racial and gender stereotypes the
expanded edition celebrates yankovic s vast influence on
musicians comedians and performing artists as well as what
the man has meant to fans in a time of uncertainty yankovic
has served as a much needed bright spot for many from his
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love of accordions and hawaiian print shirts to his popular
puns and trademark dance moves weird al is undeterred by
those who say funny music is nothing but a low brow pastime
and thank goodness with his good guy grace still intact
yankovic remains unapologetically and unmistakably himself
reveling in the mischief and wisdom of yankovic s over forty
year career this book is an al expense paid tour of a true
comedic and musical genius
The Celebrity Birthday Book 1996 the aesthetics and ethics of
copying responds to the rapidly changing attitudes towards
the use of another s ideas styles and artworks with advances
in technology making the copying of artworks and other
artefacts exponentially easier questions of copying no longer
focus on the problems of forgery they now expand into
aesthetic and ethical legal concerns this volume addresses
the changes and provides the first philosophical foundation
for an aesthetics and ethics of copying scholars from
philosophy of art philosophy of technology philosophy of law
ethics legal theory media studies art history literary theory
and sociology discuss the role that copying plays in human
culture confronting the question of how and why copying fits
into our broader system of values teasing out the factors and
conceptual distinctions that must be accounted for in an
ontology of copying they set a groundwork for understanding
the nature of copies and copying showing how these interweave
with ethical and legal concepts covering unique concerns for
copying in the domain of artworks from music and art to plays
and literature contributors look at work by artists including
heinrich von kleist robert rauschenberg courbet and manet and
conclude with the normative dimensions of copying in the
twenty first century by bringing this topic into the
philosophical domain and highlighting its philosophical
relevance the aesthetics and ethics of copying establishes
the complex conditions ontological aesthetic ethical cultural
and legal that underlie and complicate the topic the result
is a timely collection that establishes the need for further
discussion
Almanac of Famous People 1989 find out what s going on any
day of the year anywhere across the globe the world s date
book since 1957 chase s is the definitive authoritative day
by day resource of what the world is celebrating from
national days to celebrity birthdays from historical
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milestones to astronomical phenomena from award ceremonies
and sporting events to religious festivals and carnivals
chase s is the must have reference used by experts and
professionals a one stop shop with 12 500 entries for
everything that is happening now or is worth remembering from
the past completely updated for 2023 chase s also features
extensive appendices as well as a companion website that puts
the power of chase s at the user s fingertips 2023 is packed
with special events and observances including national days
and public holidays of every nation on earth scores of new
special days weeks and months famous birthdays of new world
leaders lauded authors and breakout celebrities info on
milestone anniversaries such as the 400th anniversary of
shakespeare s first folio the 250th anniversary of the boston
tea party the 125th anniversary of the curies discovery of
radium the 100th birth anniversary of hank williams the 75th
anniversary of the marshall plan the 50th anniversary of
skylab information on such special sporting events as the
special olympics world summer games in berlin germany and
much more all from the reference book that publishers weekly
calls one of the most impressive reference volumes in the
world
Cleveland Foreign Language Newspaper Digest 1939 in its 114th
year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music
publication and a diverse digital events brand content and
data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted
charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music
video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues
and trends
The Aesthetics and Ethics of Copying 2016-10-20 a
comprehensive catalogue containing detailed information on
every month and day of the year
Chase's Calendar of Events 2023 2022-11-21 in its 114th year
billboard remains the world s premier weekly music
publication and a diverse digital events brand content and
data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted
charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music
video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues
and trends
Billboard 1999-01-16 three years after entering the pop music
scene lady gaga became the most well known pop star in the
world these thirteen critical essays explore lady gaga s body
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of work through the interdisciplinary filter of performance
identity and cover topics such as gender and sexuality body
commodification visual body rhetoric drag performance
homosexuality and heteronormativity surrealism and the
theatre of cruelty the carnivalesque monstrosity imitation
and parody human rights and racial politics of particular
interest is the way that lady gaga s œuvre however popular
strange raw or controversial enters into the larger
sociopolitical discourse challenging the status quo and
altering our perceptions of reality
Holidays and Anniversaries of the World 1990 in its 114th
year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music
publication and a diverse digital events brand content and
data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted
charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music
video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues
and trends
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Billboard Mainstream Top 40 (Pop
Songs) Number-one Singles 1996-12-14 provides an annotated
listing of the holidays religious observances birthdates of
famous individuals and historical events that occur on each
day of the calendar year in countries around the world
Billboard 2014-01-10 the main focus of this book is on
michael s career from the late 1970s onwards it features a
complete chronological listing of every album one off single
and collaboration michael recorded during this period
throughout the book albums are printed in capitals to
distinguish them from singles and other songs each entry
features american and uk catalog numbers and release dates
artist credits as per the actual release album track listings
and chart positions achieved in the states hot 100 and r b
charts the uk and numerous other countries other significant
aspects of michael s life are included as well and the book
concludes with a comprehensive chartography usa and uk top
singles and albums awards movies and videography
discographies usa and uk and a fascinating listing of
rarities from around the world
The Performance Identities of Lady Gaga 1998-02-14 turow s
media today mass communication in a converging world now in
its fifth edition chooses a cutting edge option this is a
student friendly publication offering aids such as
definitions of key terms colourful infographics case studies
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and end of chapter review questions there s a companion
website too and a password protected website for instructors
philip kemp times higher education media today uses
convergence as a lens that puts students at the center of the
profound changes in the 21st century media world through the
convergence lens they learn to think critically about the
role of media today and what these changes mean for their
lives presently and in the future the book s media systems
approach helps students to look carefully at how media is
created distributed and exhibited in the new world that the
digital revolution has created in this way media today goes
beyond the traditional mass communication textbook s focus on
consuming media to give students an insider s perspective on
how media businesses operate how exactly does google profit
from web searches what will a magazine look like five years
from now informative and engaging media today fifth edition
is characterized by its focus on convergence in addition to
separate chapters on the internet and the video games
industry coverage of convergence and its impact is
incorporated into every chapter consumer education media
literacy questions ask students to consider their roles as a
media consumer and potential media creator comprehensive
media industry coverage historical timelines in the print
book and on the companion website track the development of
each media industry giving students an overview of a
particular industry at a glance contemporary student friendly
examples new culture and media boxes help students think
about the impact of media industries on their own lives and
globally joseph turow who has been teaching intro to mass
communication for well over a decade demonstrates the many
ways that media convergence and the pervasiveness of the
internet have blurred distinctions between and among various
media from newspapers to video games or social networking to
mobile platforms media today prepares students to live in the
digital world of media
Billboard 1999 chase s calendar of events is the most
comprehensive and authoritative reference available on
special events holidays federal and state observances
historic anniversaries astronomical phenomena and more
published since 1957 chase s is the only guide to special
days weeks and months
Holidays and Anniversaries of the World 1987 generational
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patterns using astrology will enable you to find your place
in history it will explain how your parent s generation is
different than yours and even the differences between your
parent s generational patterns once you see your generation s
pattern in the flow of history you will see what challenges
we now face and what part your generation s role is in all of
it looking forward you will see what years in the future will
be key and what opportunities and difficulties await us if
you have children you will understand their generation and
how it differs from yours
Arizona Highways 2003 in its 114th year billboard remains the
world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse
digital events brand content and data licensing platform
billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers
unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media
digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends
Michael Jackson the Solo Years 2013-10-15 find out what s
going on any day of the year anywhere across the globe the
world s datebook chase s is the definitive day by day
resource of what america and the wider world are celebrating
and commemorating founded in 1957 on a reputation for
accuracy and comprehensiveness this annual publication has
become the must have reference used by experts and
professionals for more than fifty years from celebrity
birthdays to historical anniversaries from astronomical
phenomena to national awareness days from award ceremonies
and sporting events to religious festivals and carnivals
chase s is the one stop shop for everything that is happening
now or is worth remembering from the past the 2017 edition of
chase s calendar of events brings you information about the
500th anniversary of martin luther s ninety five theses the
150th anniversary of the dominion of canada the 100th
anniversary of the russian revolution the 100th anniversary
of splitting the atom the 50th anniversary of the summer of
love frank lloyd wright s 150th birth anniversary and much
more
Media Today 2015-09-11 in its 114th year billboard remains
the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse
digital events brand content and data licensing platform
billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers
unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media
digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends
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Chase's Calendar of Events 2016 1950 this story is all about
what clearwater marine aquarium does for the marine life and
all about their rescue release and permanent residents
The Billboard 1987 puns can make you laugh or groan but when
they re clues to these challenging and fun crossword puzzles
they ll make you smile with satisfaction can you find the
five letter word for a race that s always a tie answer ascot
how about the three letter word for performing a scull
operation answer row if you can get those in short order how
about moving on to a 10 letter word for small fries that
answer is microchip most of the puzzles are built around
themes with several related words such as vegetables insects
or dr seuss books but watch out the vegetables may be spelled
backwards the insects are puns and some of the dr seuss
puzzle answers include figure of sneetch grinch mean time and
launched a wocket you can find the answers in back but they
re scattered around to make it harder to cheat
Biography Almanac 2010-12-23 what is the soundtrack for a
nuclear war during the cold war over 500 songs were written
about nuclear weapons fear of the soviet union civil defense
bomb shelters mccarthyism uranium mining the space race
espionage the berlin wall and glasnost this music uncovers
aspects of these world changing events that documentaries and
history books cannot in atomic tunes tim and joanna smolko
explore everything from the serious to the comical the morbid
to the crude showing the widespread concern among musicians
coping with the effect of communism on american society and
the threat of a nuclear conflict of global proportions atomic
tunes presents a musical history of the cold war analyzing
the songs that capture the fear of those who lived under the
shadow of stalin sputnik mushroom clouds and missiles
Generational Patterns Using Astrology 1995-02-18 in its 114th
year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music
publication and a diverse digital events brand content and
data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted
charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music
video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues
and trends
Billboard 2016-09-23 in the sound of nonsense richard elliott
highlights the importance of sound in understanding the
nonsense of writers such as lewis carroll edward lear james
joyce and mervyn peake before connecting this noisy writing
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to works which engage more directly with sound including
sound poetry experimental music and pop by emphasising sonic
factors elliott makes new and fascinating connections between
a wide range of artistic examples to ultimately build a case
for the importance of sound in creating maintaining and
disrupting meaning
Chase's Calendar of Events 2017 1995-01-07 insulting music
explores insult in and around music and demonstrates that
insult is a key dimension of western musical experience and
practice there is insult in the music we hear how we express
our musical preferences as well as our reactions to settings
and sites of music and music making more than that when music
and insult overlap the effects can both promote social
justice or undermine it foster connection or break it apart
the coming together of music and insult shapes our sense of
self and view of other people underlining and constructing
difference often in terms of race and gender in the last
decade music s power dynamics have become an increasingly
important concern for music scholars critics and fans
studying musicians such as frank zappa nickleback taylor
swift and the insane clown posse and musical phenomena such
as musician jokes the use of music to torture people and the
playing of music in restaurants this book shows the various
and contradictory ways insults are used to negotiate those
existing dynamics in and around music
Billboard 2019-01-17 blackface minstrelsy the nineteenth
century performance practice in which ideas and images of
blackness were constructed and theatricalized by and for
whites continues to permeate contemporary popular music and
its audience harriet j manning argues that this legacy is
nowhere more evident than with michael jackson in whom
minstrelsy s gestures and tropes are embedded during the
nineteenth century blackface minstrelsy held together a
multitude of meanings and when black entertainers took to the
stage this complexity was compounded minstrelsy became an
arena in which black stereotypes were at once enforced and
critiqued this body of contradiction behind the blackface
mask provides an effective approach to try and understand
jackson a cultural figure about whom more questions than
answers have been generated symbolized by his own whiteface
mask jackson was at once raced and raceless and this
ambiguity allowed him to serve a whole host of others needs a
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function of the mask that has run long and deep through its
tortuous history indeed manning argues that minstrelsy s
assumptions and uses have been fundamental to the troubles
and controversies with which jackson was beset
Marine Life by Taylor Bary 2003 this book offers a series of
essays that show the integrated role that musical structure
including harmony melody rhythm meter form and musical
association plays in making sense of what transpires onstage
in musicals written by a group of music analysts who care
deeply about musical theater this collection provides new
understanding of how musicals are put together how composers
and lyricists structure words and music to complement one
another and how music helps us understand the human
relationships and historical and social contexts using a wide
range of musical examples representing the history of musical
theater from the 1920s to the present day the book explores
how music interacts with dramatic elements within individual
shows and other pieces within and outside of the genre these
essays invite readers to consider issues that are fundamental
both to our understanding of musical theater and to the
multiple ways we engage with music
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